
Barn and Arena Rules 

Barn 
All riders and visitors must sign a liability waiver release 
Respect others and be courteous  
No treats please this includes all animals on FYDF property unless you ask the owner 
No smoking in or around barn 
Please clean up after yourself and your horse 
Horses are not to be left unattended on cross ties, arena, wash stall, etc. 
Children are to be supervised at ALL times by a parent or guardian over 18yrs of age 
If a door is shut leave it shut, if it’s open please leave it open. 
Call out door when entering or leaving the barn 
Please keep your area clean and tidy 
Keep hoses off ground and in an organized manner 
Always call out Bale or Shavings when using the chute and clear to do so 
If you see or find anything dangerous or broken notify staff or owner immediately 
Don’t be wasteful use water and electricity sparingly  
Ask before you assume  

Arena and lessons 
Don’t mount up on the track 
Call inside when passing going in same direction 
Look where you are going, when changing directions make sure it’s clear to do so 
Left leg on the inside has right of way or left shoulder to left shoulder 
If someone falls off stop immediately and offer assistance 
Keep a safe distance away from other horses and riders 
Stay alert  
Call gate when entering and leaving arena 
Keep gate closed when arena is in use 
Do NOT interrupt other lessons 
Cancelling within 24hours you are charged for lesson unless it is filled. 
Frequent no shows or cancellations will result in loss of riding opportunities including show, lessons, etc.   
Late pick up or early drop fee $20 per half hour (includes early tack up only 5-10 minutes prior lesson) 

Dress code for lessons 
Safety!  When Mounted always wear a fitted ATSM/SEI helmet with chin strap securely fastened 
Riding boots with smooth tread and a definite heel 
Long pants that are fitted and comfortable to ride in not loose and bind up 
Shirts that are fitted or tucked in are preferred, no loose scarfs, pins or barrettes under helmets. 
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